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Abstract. A software system maintenance represents an important part of software
system’s lifetime. The most common reasons to change a software system are bug
fixes and adding of a new functionality. Software maintenance itself is a difficult
and complex process. Before applying a change, it is important to understand the
software system’s source code as well as the application domain. This paper presents
our innovative approach to improve software system comprehension in order to
simplify its maintenance. Instead of analyzing all the program code, our approach
focuses on parts which are built using predefined well known software libraries. The
knowledge of both – the libraries and the way they are used in software systems –
allows us to identify certain concepts of the software system. This information is
used to create metamodels of these concepts. The metamodel is created at a higher
level of abstraction than the level of concept implementation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Computers (and software systems they run) help us with our everyday tasks. No
software system is perfect and sooner or later there is a requirement for a change.
Often, software systems model different problems of the real world. Continuous
changes in this world lead to a state in which the software system is becoming in-
sufficient. In that moment it is required to reflect these real world changes also
in the software system. Another reason for a change may be different constraints
during initial system development, or changes in order to constrain system’s inner
complexity growth [18, 21]. Because of all these reasons, a software system faces
many changes during its lifetime – in general most common reasons are bug fixes
and adding a new functionality. Software evolution represents a need for continuing
maintenance and development of software used in real world applications or to solve
problems in a real world domain [19]. It is more common to change the existing sys-
tem than to create a new one. Software system maintenance and evolution consumes
up to 80 percent of its lifetime [20].
The topic about applying a software change became an important field of re-
search. Software maintenance itself is a difficult and complex process. An important
area related to applying a software change is correct and effective program compre-
hension. Before applying a change, it is important to understand the software sys-
tem’s source code as well as the application domain. Only after a full understanding
of a program (or at least the affected submodule) it is possible to apply the required
change. Without sufficient knowledge it is easily possible to break the functionality
of the system. Computer program is subject not only to a computer, but also to
its developer – a programmer. To change a program, the programmer must read it
and understand it. Improvements in ways of program comprehension affect program
maintenance as well.
1.1 Program Comprehension
One of the first attempts to describe a theory about program understanding was
presented in [5]. Program understanding is described as a succession of knowledge
domains that bridge the problem being solved and the executing program. As exam-
ples of knowledge domains there are the application (or problem) domain, the al-
gorithm domain, the domain of translation of the algorithm into a programming
language, or the domain of execution of the program. One side of this succession
works with human-oriented terms (designed for human level communication), while
the other side uses vocabulary and grammar which are narrowly restricted and for-
mally controlled (designed for automated treatment) [2]. The programming process
is a construction of mappings from the application domain, through one or more
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intermediate domains, to the implementation domain. The comprehension process
is the reconstruction of all or part of those mappings [35].
To understand a program, a programmer uses internal (comments, names in
code) and external (documentation) sources of information to successively refine
hypotheses about the program’s operation. These hypotheses are initially generated
from the programmer’s knowledge of the task domain and of programming. A de-
tailed analysis of the comprehension process is presented in [29]. As a programmer
reads a program code, he/she learns more about the program – this new knowledge
can be then reused in the following searches.
The paper [6] identified four essential properties of a software system which
make building software system a difficult task. All of these properties also influence
difficulty of program comprehension.
Complexity – software entities are one of the most complex human products. No
two parts are alike (if they are, we make two similar parts into one).
Conformity – much complexity comes from conformation to other interfaces; this
cannot be simplified only by redesigning of the software.
Changeability – the software entity is constantly subject to pressures for a change.
Invisibility – the software is invisible. To visualize the software several different
diagrams are used to display different properties of the software.
The method proposed in this paper deals with complexity and invisibility difficulties.
The work [30] describes comprehension by a triangular diagram (Figure 1). The
triangle has the vertices name, intension (concept, feature) and extension (imple-
mentation, plan). Intension can be seen as a simple general description, while ex-
tension can be seen as a concrete instance. The process of comprehension consists in
possibility of moving among all three vertices of the triangle. The triangle describes
six fundamental comprehension processes:
naming – gives a name to an intension
definition – finds the corresponding intension for a given name
recognition – recognizes in an extension a corresponding intension
location – finds for a given intension a corresponding extension
annotation – recognizes an extension and gives it a name
traceability – finds corresponding extensions for a given name.
The process of identification of fragments of the program code related to known
functionality of a program is known as concept (or feature) location [37]. A concept
represents a well understood abstraction of a system’s problem domain [34]. The task
is to identify mappings between domain level concepts and their implementations
in the source code [27]. The input of the mapping is the maintenance request,
expressed usually in the natural language, using the domain level terminology. The
output of the mapping is a set of components that implement the concept [8]. The
input and output of location process belong to different levels of abstraction.









Fig. 1. Fundamental comprehension processes [30]
Before software system maintenance, a developer must localize parts of a pro-
gram related to the change request. Therefore concept location is a prerequisite
of code changes. The literature reports concept location approaches built on static
analysis [2, 24, 41], dynamic analysis [37, 34], or their combination [22].
Our approach allows to automatically locate the predefined set of concepts in
an unknown program. The located concept is presented at a higher level of abstrac-
tion than its implementation. It means the automation in mapping between several
knowledge domains – the domains that the user would otherwise have to be familiar
with.
In the approach described, the located concept is presented as a metamodel –
one metamodel describes one located concept. Concept location and building of
metamodels use properties of aspect-oriented programming. Basics about metalevel
architectures and aspect-oriented programming are presented in next two subsec-
tions.
1.2 Metalevel Architectures
A metalevel architecture consists of different levels, where one level is controlled
by another one. From a view of object-oriented programming, where a program is
represented as a set of objects, it is possible to define several terms in the area of
metalevel architectures. An application describing a problem being solved is located
at the domain level. Domain objects are objects of this application. These objects
describe the problem being solved. A domain object protocol defines operations
provided by a domain object. A domain operation is an operation from the domain
object protocol.
Beside the domain level there is a metalevel, which provides a space for metaob-
jects. Metaobjects describe, control, implement or modify domain objects. In case of
a multilevel architecture, a metaobject can control another metaobjects. A metaob-
ject protocol (MOP) is an object-oriented interface allowing communication between
objects at the domain level and objects at the metalevel. It defines an applica-
tion programming interface which can be used to work with metaobjects. Finally,
a metaobject operation is an operation from a metaobject protocol.
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Our approach is built as a metalevel architecture. The base level is represented
by a software system (legacy application). The metalevel contains a metasystem
which builds metamodels of located concepts.
1.3 Aspect-Oriented Programming
Aspect-oriented programming allowed modularization of crosscutting concerns. The
crosscutting concerns are concerns which are impossible to modularize by available
language constructs, such as classes or methods. Modularizing these concerns would
break modularization of other described concerns. Two concerns crosscut when they
have to be composed differently, but at the same time they must be coordinated [16].
A typical example of a concern that tends to be crosscutting is logging. Logging
affects every logged part of the system – thus cannot be modularized in one single
place. Crosscutting concerns result in a tangled code, which is difficult to understand
and reuse.
An aspect describes crosscutting concerns – it allows their modularization, which
results in a more simple code which is easier to maintain. Join points are points in
which an aspect crosscuts the basic program. By defining a pointcut, it is possible to
define a whole set of joint points. In the logging example, a pointcut could describe
each method invocation. An advice allows to define an action executed at points
defined by the pointcut (e.g. log information about method invocation). An aspect
represents a modular unit consisting of a pointcut and an advice. Composing defined
aspects and affected program is the task of the aspect weaver. The most common
way of aspect implementation is weaving the aspect code into the program code.
Beside clearer modularization possibilities, aspect-oriented programming allow-
ed adding a new functionality into an existing code. An aspect is defined in such
a way that join points are defined to point at the place in the program which needs
to be enhanced. An advice then contains an enhancement code.
The approach proposed uses this property of aspect-oriented programming. The
base level software system is enhanced with a new code, which traces program
execution and looks for implementation of predefined concepts. The same property
of AOP is used later to apply a software system change.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the following section we present
our method of creating a metamodel at a higher level of abstraction than the imple-
mentation level and describe our experimental tool following this method. Then the
work related to our approach is described. In the last section we present conclusions.
2 METAMODEL AT A HIGHER LEVEL OF ABSTRACTION
As presented in Section 1.1, a change request is expressed in the natural language
using the domain level terminology. To implement a change, a developer must iden-
tify mappings between domain level concepts and their implementations in a source
code. Domain level concepts and implementation belong to different levels of ab-
straction.
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To find mappings between different levels of abstraction, a developer must have
certain knowledge. The knowledge is gained from previous experiences and studies.
A scheme of a tool with the capability of a program understanding was outlined











Fig. 2. A tool with capability of a program understanding
In the first step, the software system is analyzed. The analysis can be static
(analysis of source code) or dynamic (analysis of a system execution). The output
of the analyzer is a representation of the analyzed program. The representation can
describe all system or only its part. In the next step, the recognizer – with the help
of the knowledge base – recognizes familiar fragments in the analyzed system.
Source code analysis and execution traces analysis are commonly used proce-
dures. Unclear parts from the depicted figure are the knowledge base and the recog-
nizer. According to the information from the knowledge base, the recognizer must
recognize fragments in the program representation. The software system is usually
a very complex system – one problem can be solved in several different ways. To be
able to recognize all possible concepts, the knowledge base must contain all these
concepts pre-defined and their program representation (implementation).
When building a complex software system, a significant part of the implemen-
tation is repeatedly the same. To make the development process easier – without
reinventing the wheel – the modern programming languages provide a standard li-
brary with reusable software components which implement many different general
tasks.
Our approach focuses on the object-oriented paradigm. This paradigm is sup-
ported by the most widely used languages nowadays (Java, C++, C#, PHP). A pro-
gram developed in an object-oriented language is typically defined by a group of
classes and their instances – objects. Objects communicate with each other by
sending messages. The structure of a class and relationships between classes and
objects are specified by a program code.
To create a higher level of abstraction of the analyzed program automatically, it
is needed to find control structures, analyze relationships between classes (objects)
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and to understand meaning of the classes. First two points can be realized by
different techniques of source code (or execution traces) analysis.
The situation is not so simple with the knowledge base. The knowledge base
must contain the information needed to map acquired program representation into
a recognized concept. As noted in the Introduction section, these two are situated
at different levels of abstraction (implementation domain vs application domain).
There are many possibilities how to build a program in a general-purpose pro-
gramming language, therefore it is hard (if possible) to prepare a knowledge base
which would allow to recognize all possible concepts. In the approach proposed, we
have focused on well-known parts represented by the software libraries used in the
program. In a program written in a general-purpose programming language, we will
search for parts which use standard libraries. The knowledge base will contain exact
information about concepts implemented by a standard library. This information
must include both – implementation details, concept details and the way of mapping
between these two.
Concept implementation must be described in a very high detail. To be able
to identify a concept from its implementation, there must be a knowledge about
classes which implement the concept and in what relationships those classes can
be. There is a possibility that the same class will be used to implement different
concepts. The knowledge base must distinguish such concepts from the way of their
implementation.
The next section describes architecture details of the proposed approach.
3 THE METAMODEL CREATION METHOD
The approach proposed is designed as a metalevel architecture. The base level of
this architecture is represented by the software system we deal with (a concept
implementation). The metalevel provides a method for analyzing and recognizing
concepts implemented in the base level. The result of the analysis and recognition –
a recognized concept – is presented as a metamodel. The metamodel is stored at
the metalevel.
To build the proposed architecture there is a need to solve several challenges.
According to Figure 2, the first step in the understanding process is a software
system analysis. The result of the analysis is stored as a program representation,
which serves as input to a recognition process. The recognition process uses the
knowledge base and tries to recognize the program representation.
As the analyzer has no information about a concrete concept (it has no con-
nection with the knowledge base), the analyzer must be general for all recognized
concepts. Also the program representation must be common for all analyzed data.
As a result, the program recognizer has to work with the same general data for all
recognized concepts.
In the approach proposed, we suggest to integrate analyzer and recognizer sub-
systems into one part with accesses to the knowledge base (Figure 3). In this case,
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instead of analyzing the whole program and recognizing general program representa-
tion, the analyzer can focus only on those parts of implementation, which implement
predefined concepts. Since the analyzer has a direct access to the knowledge base,
it has exact information about the concept implementation. Since analysis is fo-
cused on a certain concept implementation, the result of the analysis is a recognized









Fig. 3. Proposed tool with capability of a program understanding
The uniqueness of the class implementing the concept must be ensured. If
an application will define classes with exactly the same name as those in the standard
library (and defined in the knowledge base), the system will not be able to handle
this situation properly – the recognition will not work.
3.1 The Base Level Monitoring Aspect
Aspect-oriented programming together with a better modularization allowed also
extending the existing code with a new functionality [28]. It is even possible to add
a new functionality without access to the source code. This property is very helpful
for techniques depending on metadata as well – it is possible to extend the base level
system with a monitoring code [28]. This new code will get required information
which is used to build metamodel at the metalevel.
The mentioned properties of aspect-oriented programming were crucial for
choosing this paradigm as a way of collecting information about the base level
software system. With the help of aspect-oriented programming, the base level
system is extended with a new code, which has access to internal structures of the
base level system. This code analyses the presence and the usage of classes which
implement concepts defined in the knowledge base. By executing the base level
system, the aspect code tracks down information about known implementation. Af-
ter collecting all the sufficient information, a metamodel (concept representation) is
built.
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Figure 4 shows basic architecture of the described metasystem. The base level
system is weaved with an aspect of dynamic system analysis. This aspect analyses
execution of the base level system. After the recognition of a predefined concept
implementation, a corresponding metamodel is created. The metamodel represents
a known state of the specified concept. As mentioned above, a crucial property is
the fact that because of the known way of the implementation of the monitored
concept it is possible to build a metamodel at a higher level of abstraction. The
metamodel presented to the user contains only information related to the specified











Fig. 4. A dynamic system analysis aspect is weaved into the base level system. This
aspect analyzes the base level system and creates a metamodel at the metalevel.
The metamodel is presented to the developer. After the metamodel change, this is
reflected in the base level system modification.
3.2 A Metamodel Change
Another important aspect of the method presented is application of a change. The
metasystem represents a barrier between implementation details and a metamodel
at a higher level of abstraction. Just like the knowledge base defines details about
concept implementation, concept model and mapping between these two, it can also
define possibilities for a change. This definition must contain information about
possible metamodel changes and about the way of related implementation modi-
fications. In this way all changes supported by the metamodel are automatically
propagated back to the base level system (Figures 4, 5). The base level system
modification is handled by aspect-oriented programming. For example, an around
advice is used to replace an existing method call with a new one (the original one
is simply not invoked). Although this way it is not possible to apply any change of
the base level system, for a certain type of changes it is sufficient.
The aspect of the base level system and the metamodel must be causally con-
nected – the metamodel must always represent the real state of the modelled concept













Fig. 5. The metamodel and the base level system change. A metamodel is built from
a current state of the base level system in time t. After the metamodel change, the
change is applied also in the base level system (in time t + 1).
of the base level system. All possible metamodel changes must also be immediately
reflected in the base level system.
4 EXPERIMENTAL TOOL
This section describes two applications developed. The first one represents the base
level system (a legacy application). The second one represents a metasystem – an ex-
perimental tool, which demonstrates possibilities and usability of the method pre-
sented. Both applications are built in Java programming language (JDK1.6.0 25).
This language was chosen because of its wide use and its rich standard library (Java
Class Library). As for aspect-oriented extension, AspectJ 1.6.12 was used.
The aspects play a crucial role in the experimental tool. As noted in the previous
sections, the base level system is extended with a code which analyses the presence
and the usage of classes which implement predefined concepts. In the described
experimental tool, there is one aspect defined for each supported concept. With
the help of proper pointcut definitions, the aspect gets all necessary information
about the concept implementation. This way it is possible to get information about
a concept implementation at a very fine-grained level and to distinguish different
concepts (even if they are implemented by the same classes).
The following subsections describe the base level application and two predefined
concepts.
4.1 The Base Level Application
The base level system is represented by a simple Address Book application. The
application user may create new contacts and edit or remove existing ones. There is
a possibility to import contacts from an external system (communicating over the
network).
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4.2 Properties of the Base Level Application
In the Java programming language, properties of an application are represented by
a class named java.util.Properties. Each property is represented by a key-value pair.
This concept can be easily modelled as a table with two columns – the key column
and the value column. Each row of the table represents a single application property.
The following code snippet depicts an aspect tracking implementation of an ap-
plication properties concept.
pointcut propertiesLoad(java.util.Properties p) :
call(* java.util.Properties.load(..)) && target(p);
after(java.util.Properties p) returning: propertiesLoad(p) {
ModelManager.getInstance().propertiesLoaded(p);
}
The experimental tool displays this concept as a table (Figure 6). It is possible
to change and save values – the change is automatically reflected in the base level
system. Since java.util.Properties class is thread-safe, changing application proper-
ties is a trivial task – it is sufficient to invoke a method setProperty on the class
instance referenced from the metamodel.
Fig. 6. Application properties change as presented by the experimental tool
Figure 7 depicts UML (Unified Modeling Language) sequential diagram of read-
ing the base level application property. The diagram was generated by Eclipse
TPTP (Test&Performance Tools Platform) and then adjusted (interactions with
unimportant classes were removed to reduce size of the diagram). It is evident that
the presentation of the concept as an abstraction at a problem domain level is much
clearer than the sequence diagram at the implementation level.
4.3 Graphical User Interface
The second example of a concept presents an abstraction of graphical user inter-
face dialogs. It is possible to describe dialogs of the graphical user interface as
a state diagram. Each state of the diagram represents a dialog while transitions be-
tween states represent (user) actions causing activating or deactivating the dialogs





















Fig. 7. Sequence diagram of activities related to the base level application properties. The
first part depicts loading of properties, the second one reading a property during












Fig. 8. A metamodel of a graphical user interface
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(Figure 8). As the user works with an application, different dialogs are opening
(focusing) or closing.
The aspect tracking the state of the graphical user interface is much more com-
plicated than the one from the example of application properties and hence it is
not presented here. In contrast to the previous example, it is required to track
down several classes, their methods and the context in which the methods are in-
voked. As a result, the experimental tool automatically creates a state diagram
of the used base level application’s dialogs (Figure 9). A change in this state di-
agram (removing of a specified state) is automatically reflected as a modification
in the base level application – in this case an element opening the diagram state is
removed.
Fig. 9. A metamodel of a graphical user interface as presented by the experimental tool
In this case the resulting metamodel is also very clear and focuses on the model-
led concept only. All the implementation details are hidden behind the metamodel
abstraction.
5 RELATED WORK
There are many application areas, in which abstractions to metamodels may be
useful: for representation of spatial data [14] by metamodels, for systems refactor-
ing [17], for generalisation of forms in database systems [23]. Several authors utilized
metalevel architectures to improve possibilities of a system evolution [7, 1, 39]. How-
ever, these works expect a programmer to build a new system following the specific
rules. Such approaches are inappropriate in evolution of existing systems.
The work [31] proposes a programme of research leading to a software engineer-
ing environment which will maintain different views of the same system. These views
include low-level code views and high-level architectural views. Reflection will be
used to ensure that different views of the system are synchronised. Creating a soft-
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ware system will involve manipulating these views. Our approach defines two differ-
ent still consistent levels of the system – an implementation level and a concept level.
Using aspect-oriented programming to visualize different aspects of a subject
software system is not a new idea. Paper [25] summarizes experiences with the
development of a reverse engineering tool for UML sequence diagrams. Authors
discuss technologies for retrieving information from Java software systems with the
purpose of generating instances of a metamodel for UML sequence diagrams. They
find aspect-oriented approach as the best solution – because of its elegance and
non-intrusiveness of the load-time weaving mechanism in combination with the low
performance impact and the expressiveness and flexibility of the join-point-based
filter mechanism. They note that a tool supporting the reconstruction of the behav-
ior of a running software system must address the major areas of data collection,
representation of this data in a suitable metamodel, and finally its graphical repre-
sentation.
Other approaches using aspect-oriented programming to generate UML sequence
diagrams are described in [4, 15]. Aspect-oriented programming is used to instru-
ment subject system with a tracing code; this code yields interesting information
for the purpose of visualization.
As depicted in Section 4, sequence diagrams (but also class diagrams or object
diagrams) are visualizing information close to the implementation level. This often
results in overloading users with irrelevant low-level details. The approach described
in this paper visualizes concept in a way which is close to the system’s problem
domain.
Paper [13] analyzes several trace exploration tools. In general, the result pro-
duced by these tools are variants of UML sequence diagrams, diagrams of intercon-
nections between objects or the sequences of method calls. Authors conclude that
the key aspect of reverse engineering is to extract different levels of abstraction of
a software system. The analyzed tools visualize the content of an execution trace at
some of the following levels of abstraction: statement level (the execution of every
single statement of the code); object level (method interactions among objects); class
level (objects of the same class are substituted with the name of their classes) and
architectural level (grouping classes into clusters). From the program understand-
ing point of view the last two levels are the most useful; but also these approaches,
though providing a slightly higher level of abstraction, are still working at the level
which is very close to the implementation level and far from application domain level.
Several works experiment with their own specific way of the system behavior
visualization [10, 12]. The presented approaches focus mostly on the problem of
huge amounts of trace data that are collected and need to be analyzed.
To use any of the described tools, the user must understand visualization output
which is closer to the implementation level than to the application domain level. We
see the problem in a general approach of all those methods. It is impossible to have
one simple general visualization suitable for different kinds of specific behaviours. As
stated in [32, 33], understanding the software behavior is a unique problem requiring
a specialized solution and a visualization.
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Our approach utilizes aspect-oriented programming also for applying a change
in the base level application. The idea of a program modification utilizing AOP is
not new; it was used already in [9, 3, 42].
6 CONCLUSIONS
In the paper we have depicted a method of concept metamodel creation. The method
utilizes aspect-oriented programming to instrument the base level software system
with a new code. This code analyzes the executed system and automatically builds
a metamodel of a recognized predefined concept. There is also a support for prede-
fined metamodel changes – these are automatically reflected in the base level system
implementation. The base level system and the metamodel must be causally con-
nected – the metamodel must always represent a real state of the modelled concept
of the base level system, and vice versa – the metamodel change must be reflected
in the base level system.
The method proposed was confirmed by an experiment. The experiment tool
is able to automatically create a metamodel of a specified predefined concept of
the base level system. The metamodel is created at a higher level of abstraction
than the base level implementation. In the paper two predefined concepts were
described – the concept of application properties and the concept of graphical user
interface. These concepts were graphically presented to the user. It is more simple
to understand this metamodel in comparison with other visualization techniques (as
for example sequence diagrams). By changing the metamodel, it is possible to apply
a change to the base level application without a need to understand all details at
the implementation level.
The tool was built in Java programming language with AspectJ extension. This
AOP implementation allows to weave aspects also to classes without source code –
thus it is also possible to analyze and modify applications where no source code is
available. The method also allows applying changes during a system runtime – there
is no need to stop the base level application. All changes were implemented only by
changes in the base level application object model.
The disadvantage of the method is evident – its quality heavily depends on
the size and the quality of predefined concepts (defined in the knowledge base).
The difficulty of concepts definitions vary – some are trivial, some complicated. The
difficulty of specification of the projection between the implementation level and the
metamodel at a higher level of abstraction depends on a specific concept of the base
level application. The advantage is that once built knowledge base can be reused
with all applications built with the same (or compatible) environment version. The
process of building a complex software system consists of many repeatable parts,
even when it is built using general-purpose programming language. All these parts
could be the subject of the method proposed – it is not limited only to usage of the
standard library.
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As the next step, we find essential to propose a general way to define a concept,
its implementation and a mapping between these. In the current solution, the heavy
work is handled by the aspect definition – there is an analysis as well as a metamodel
construction. We suppose that a metamodel format can be generalized – it seems
that there is only a limited amount of required different formats of metamodels. The
promising way for this generalisation – the concept model, implementation and the
mapping – is designing own domain specific language (DSL) for this purpose [26,
11, 38, 40].
After designing a more general way of a concept/implementation/mapping defi-
nition, we will build a basic knowledge base. Beside library-related concepts, there
are other areas suitable for concept definition (e.g. webservices, web applications,
security). The analysis of other suitable areas is also a candidate for a future re-
search.
When the knowledge base will be filled with a certain amount of different con-
cepts, it will be desirable to test the tool with different available software projects
to prove its usability.
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